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EDITOR’S NOTES
December brings to a close our fourth year at Psychosynthesis
Quarterly. Thanks to our editorial group (listed upper left of this
page) for making it all possible!
This issue brings a penetrating argument for including spirituality
and transpersonal consciousness—and a presentation of its benefits—into the clinical setting by Richard and Bonney Schaub.
Also a meditation on Mind and Brain by yours truly, in hope of
stimulating a conversation about Self.
Ann Gila responds to Piero Ferrucci’s last article in PQ in a Letter
to the Editor.
Wonderful poetry, a meditation on
Death, a book review and an announcement of an exciting new book,
notice of a retreat in New York City,
and more.

Enjoy!
Jan Kuniholm
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letters
Dear Editor,
I read Piero Ferrucci’s article, “You are Zero,” (Psychosynthesis Quarterly, September, 2015) when it first
arrived in my email inbox and was distressed by the motivation he ascribed to John Firman’s (and my) change
of the egg diagram. I pondered whether I would respond or let it be. I wanted to reply but to do so would take
energy that was needed elsewhere, as well as I didn’t know if I wanted to face the sadness that I imagined would
surface as I addressed this. Well, today, weeks later, I decided I couldn’t let it go. I re-read Piero’s article, took
some notes, and here will make some points about its content. As an aside, John and I had much fondness for
Piero, and John especially from his time with him in Florence in the early 1970s. I remember well our dinner
with him in Fiesole in 2007 during John’s and my last stay in Cortona. Our after-dinner stroll though Fiesole
with the lights of Florence twinkling in the valley below was magical. I treasure the heartfelt piece that Piero
wrote after John’s death that was published in an Italian psychosynthesis journal. It ended with the image of
Piero watching the taillights of our car disappear in the distance as our cars parted company on the Florence
roadway.
In his article, Piero states that he collapses the terms “I” and Self, making them synonymous: “In this essay I
shall use the term ‘Self’ to mean both the transpersonal Self and the personal Self, or ‘I.’” He states, “According
to Assagioli, there is only one Self.” (p.10) We agree. But John and I name that one self, “I,” rather than “Self”
as Piero does. Maybe just a difference in the term chosen to name what we call who we are—human spirit, a
reflection of divine Spirit. For us, the term “Self” is reserved for the divine, what Assagioli may have called
Universal Self. So, in our writings and teaching, there is “I” in relationship to Self.
I remember well the day that John and I became aware that our belief about Self was the same. It wasn’t in the
1970s when we first met. Then, we had had endless discussions, some heated, about “I.” Self came later, after
we met again in 1987. We were walking down Kipling Street in Palo Alto where John had lived in the 70s. I
had already decided that Higher Self was superfluous. In my experience, there was “I” and Self (the divine).
As we walked, I blurted out that Higher Self as a concept didn’t make any sense to me. John smiled and looked
at me and said something like, “Yep. That’s the way I see it.” I was shocked and happy. I remember saying, “Is
it okay that we see it this way?” because I had felt like a traitor. But of course it was. As I remember, I had
heard that Assagioli said that if you have to decide between a theory and your experience, choose your
experience.
John had come to his insight about Self in the several years leading up to 1987. I had come to mine at almost
the same time. Both of ours grew out of the spiritual exploration we did during these years. Although not in
contact with each other, we had been reading the same spiritual literature and were both focused on developing
our relationship with the divine. That revelation in 1987 on Kipling Street led to the change we made in the egg
diagram. We declared that one could relate to Self no matter where one found oneself in the territory of the egg
diagram. We knew from our life experiences that we could be in the pits of despair and relate to Self, or we
could be in the heights of a peak experience and relate to Self. Self walked with us, reached to us, and we to
(Continued on page 4)
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Self, no matter where we found ourselves. So, in contradiction to what Piero stated about the change in the egg
diagram coming from John’s youthful suspicion of hierarchies (p.15), this is just not true. This change came
from our evolving spirituality.
There are many points that Piero makes with which we are completely in accord. A significant one is that Self
(for us, “I”) is who has our experiences (p.10). He states that “The gradual realization of this basic fact can
revolutionize our life.” So true. I teach psychosynthesis and psychosynthesis therapy to graduate students who
are studying to become therapists. When they learn about subpersonalities and have this awareness of being “I”
who has their experiences, rather than being their experiences, they report the impact this realization has on
their relationships with their partners, children and others. It is profound.
The last point I would like to address is Piero’s description of the “psychic contents” that have bound us (p.11).
I have to say that I was troubled by it. I found the attitude harsh and non-empathic toward the content of one’s
personality, and the words seem to communicate that this content is “other” rather than parts of who we are. He
writes, “It is as if these entities behaved like bullies – they take hold of us, blackmail us, grow ever more
insistent, change our perception of time, interfere with our vision, and thus stop us from seeing beyond them,
and tell us they are the whole world. Once we have dis-identified, we see them with greater detachment, at times
with a sense of humor. What seemed a dramatic situation before now appears funny, even a little silly: why
should we get so worked up, why rush around?”
Yes, we agree that psychic contents can rule us and are behind our driven behaviors. And yet, we would ask,
“What are they about?” “Why do they drive us?” When we explore, we usually discover vulnerable, fragile
parts of our personality, aspects of who we are. Are these “insistent” parts of ourselves insistent for no reason?
Why the road of relating to them as adversaries rather than as fellow travelers who have the potential to be our
companions? Where is our compassion for these parts of ourselves rather than an attitude that disparages them?
We can love them and empathically set limits with them.
This reminds me of the stories I have heard about a student describing to Assagioli his or her concerns, and at
some point Assagioli turning on the lighted globe of the world that was on his desk, and saying something like,
“Now, tell me about your problems.” I have felt uncomfortable when I have heard this particular story, always
told with much humor. I understand that the intention was to offer the student perspective about his or her
concerns, and it may have been empathically delivered and may have been fine for a particular student, but to
communicate this as the way of the therapist, is not what I think being a therapist is about. I cringe to think of
my students hearing such a story.
Sincerely,
Ann Gila
Ann Gila, MA, MFT, (shown at left with the late John Firman) is a licensed psychotherapist
and lives in Palo Alto, California. She is co-author, with John Firman, of many articles and
books about psychosynthesis. http://www.psychosynthesispaloalto.com/
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Handyman
Pati Beaudoin
I am 15 again,
smiling at him,
welcoming him 46 minutes past the time he said he'd arrive.
Like last time,
when he was only 22 minutes late,
and I smiled away my disappointment.
I guess he knows now,
he can be as late as he wants
without calling,
and I will smile and smile
and be nice and nice.
Because what if he stops liking me?
Would he drop me?
Would he go to another girl first?
or instead?
If he got better treatment somewhere else,
would he ever come back
and finish what he started?
I am 15 again,
giving more than I want,
because if I don't he might not come back.
Because what if I don't give it?
Some other girl will,
and pretend to be happy as she does,
as I do,
as I smile and nod,
yes, that's fine,
anything,
anything,
I will smile anything away
and give whatever you ask.
So I can hope you will come back,
because even if you don't really sustain me,
my own hope will.

Dr. Pati Beaudoin is a licensed psychologist who lives in Roswell, GA. She says, “I actually wrote this poem
while waiting for my handyman, who is undependable and expensive, to finish repairing a wall in my house.
I realized I was accommodating him as my teen girls too often accommodate boyfriends, and the beginning
of the poem fell into my mind, "I am 15 again." Writing the poem helped me see more clearly and fire him.”
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Clinical Meditation and Imagery Skills
for the Hospital, Clinic, School, Business,
Wellness Centers and Private Practice
Approved Continuing Education Credits

REGISTERING NOW FOR May, 2016

May 11 – 13, 2016
Our January and April training in Clinical Meditation and Imagery
is fully booked,
and we are putting new applicants on the waiting list.

Our May 11 – 13, 2016, three day retreat is still open to students.
It takes place in New York City and costs $795.
Plus the training, you receive
● training CDs
● a training manual
● 26 continuing education credits
● lodging available

Since 1980, we have been training counselors, physicians, nurses, social workers, psychologists,
clergy and other helping professionals internationally.
To find out more, visit us at:
www.huntingtonmeditation.com
www.Florencepress.com
or write to us at
drrichardschaub@gmail.com
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in memoriam

E

llen Schouler Faith, an AAP Steering Committee
member from 2011-2013, completed this incarnation shortly after midnight on October 30, 2015.
She had been courageously contending with a variety
of ailments for two years, until in 2014 she was
finally diagnosed with Wegener’s Disease, which
claimed her kidneys. Shortly after beginning the
chemotherapy, she was admitted to the hospital to
bring the reactions under control. Instead, she patiently and courageously journeyed ever nearer to the
inevitable finality of life.
Ellen was born in Baltimore, MD, April 17, 1949.
When she was 19, she married Mack Faith in Portland, OR. Together they raised his three children,
while living a life of service, leaders in all respects.
Ellen had an endless thirst for everything there was to learn about psychosynthesis. Her initial training in
psychosynthesis was with Phyllis Clay. Most recently, drawn by the interface of psychosynthesis and social
change, she took a course with Molly Young Brown. Ellen was a Progoff Trainer and, as well, possessed a
wealth of knowledge in the esoteric sciences, professional consultation, leadership development, coaching,
conflict resolution methods, and business administration. With her keen intellect, she willingly shared a vast
range of state-of-the-art models related to individual and social transformation.
Ellen earned an EdD in Administration at Harvard, which eventually led to her final position as Director of
Education at Christian Brothers University in Memphis, where she grew the graduate program from seven to
300 students. She was a full professor and brilliant teacher. Among many accomplishments, notable is her term
as president of the Board of DeNeuville Learning Center, which provided a GED education to inner city
schools to empower young women to improve their lives. The Board was undergoing a major transformation
which she facilitated from within until the new system was in place.
As an AAP Steering Committee member, she served as secretary and group life chair. Had she not become ill,
she might have aspired to become the Steering Committee’s cochair. She supported and shared her expertise
in the formation of the new vision for AAP and was instrumental in creating the mini-grant and seed loan
programs. She hosted the Steering Committee’s annual retreat in Memphis where she lived, assuring a healthy
and comfortably stimulating environment for the retreat’s success. She was one of the facilitators of the AAP
regional retreat in 2012 in California. Most of all, Ellen was an endless source of energy and hope for a new
future for AAP. Everyone who knew her loved her and will remember her for the affirmation she offered for
the value of each life, always spotlighting the potential in each. Her empathy was boundless. Her sensitivity to
what each situation needed was always on target. Her commitment to making things happen was true and deep.
Ellen and Mack traveled to Colorado and back as often as they could. She relished the vastness of freedom the
mountains promised. Their retirement plans were to visit every state park in North America. Always with plans

(Continued on page 8)
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and goals and ways to do them, she also had the gift of experiencing each new venture as wholly perfect and
complete.
And so it is with the life of Ellen Schouler Faith. She is received into eternity as whole and perfect. She will
be missed by many, many people in many different circles of love. In her last days, the greatest of her many
qualities were clearly evident. She calmly and with great courage remained present to the end of her life with
unerring dignity. Her last words, before she lost her ability to speak, were a reflective, “Thank you.” Mack
would say it was for the privilege of having lived, but there is no doubt that she was also especially grateful
for the privilege of a soul mate that was with her with love until the end. Her tribe was wide and diverse, as
was her passion for social justice, her Soul’s purpose.
A MEMORIAL service for Dr. Ellen Schouler Faith was held December 5, 2015 at First Congregational
Church, 1000 Cooper St., Memphis TN. The central theme was walking the labyrinth, and the eulogy will be
a sharing of stories. Those unable to attend may send their words to Mack and are invited to walk a labyrinth
near them.
Condolences may be expressed by contacting Mack Faith’s or to Ellen Faith’s Facebook pages or by mail to :
Mack Faith, 1935 Cowden Ave, Memphis, TN 38104. Phone 901-321-3017.
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review
How to Find Yourself Without Looking
By Geoffrey Windham
Reviewed by Shamai Currim

We are truly the creators of our own world. If you think you know who
you are, think again. In this book you are guaranteed to be knocked off
your pedestal of knowing, to enter into a world of lived experience.
Finding yourself requires a step into unknown territory, a step beyond
the world of duality, into a place of not knowing, and yet always
having known. How better to get to know oneself than through the eyes
of a Psychotherapist/Zen practitioner?
Geoffrey talks about the importance of commitment as it takes us
beyond the usual brain banter of who we think we are, or should be,
into the unknown and lived experience. He encourages us to take the
chance to know more/less about our truth, to go beyond where we
thought we could ever be, and yet always knew we would.
“Each moment is unique…..because there is no moment before, and no
moment after.”
Geoffrey tells us that, “Everything exists now because it doesn’t,” and
then elicits in us the understanding of this lived experience related to
who we think we are. He reminds us that life is more than the usual
banter and falsehood of self.
“The search for self-fulfillment is vanity, and the conceit of power is my denial of your place in the world.”
Yes, you truly are unique, and it is when you can step back and observe that you can begin to know who you
truly are. “Usual Me” doesn’t want you to change, so will use all its guile to pull you away from the knowing.
It is only when you stop talking to yourself and truly listen, that you will know a state of being. By finding your
life purpose, and living it with purpose, you can find transcendence.
Oh, and by the way….don’t take his word for that! Find it yourself. ◙

http://www.amazon.com/Find-Your-Self-WithoutLooking/dp/0957224605/ref=sr_1_1_twi_pap_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1446455840&sr=81&keywords=Geoffrey+Windham
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The Journey
Robin White
Water Rushing, moving fast
Like the words from our past
Having choices seems so new
Like a blade of grass fresh with dew
Growing stronger, healing wounds
As the thawing waters run
How do I know myself?
What must I do?
Going deeper, deeper still
Trusting spirit, trusting self
Trusting others to hold us firm
While those waters rush so fast
Letting go of who we are
Stepping outside of what we see
Holding more and more to know
Empathy first, then healing begins
Welcoming all, excluding none
Journey beginning, never ends
Evolution is spirit’s plan
Inching forward day by day
Like the bulb on each spring day
Before you know it, a flower blooms
All its colors brilliant and true
Authentic self is dawning now
Releasing patterns, merging selves
Inching forward day by day
As the winter fades away
Gifts abound like the spring
Beauty, wisdom, courage and peace
Wholeness, wonder, faith and love
Journey onward day by day
Cutting trails along the way
◙
Robin White offers self-care life coaching, presence process and communication workshops,
and individual / family counseling in Southern Vermont.
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Meditation for Social Transformation
Judi White

W

e are here, grounded on this Earth, to participate in the evolution of humanness. We all have our own
ways of expressing this purpose. We can deepen and expand our purpose through a psychosynthesis
process which honors the natural, unfolding flow of creativity. The process integrates reflective, receptive, and
creative meditation techniques applied to current world issues of personal concern.
This process begins with a Concern and a Question of how to personally respond most effectively. A meditative
process toward social transformation has the potential to facilitate one’s ability to expand the social context of
the concern, imagine and intuit, plan for fully participating, think through critically, and create a transformed
perspective which supports and sustains a purposeful and effective response.
The Process
Mindful Meditation – To begin the process, become still and clear all distractions and volitions—disidentify from physical and emotional feelings,
expectations, and thoughts.

1.

Reflective Meditation – A guided imagery process
takes you into a realm of Higher Consciousness. You are
guided to focus full attention on a personal social concern
and to become aware of your impressions—memories,
facts, related information, sensations and feelings toward
the concern. During this phase of the process, awareness
of the concern expands and a deeper understanding of your real need to respond emerges.
2.

3. Receptive Meditation – As you carry your new understanding with you, another guided imagery

process guides you into Soul’s heart space wherein resides a personal council of advisors—subpersonalities with the same and related concerns. When asked for wisdom, these advisors who have the
answer, will share it. By listening deeply and looking around for visual and emotional “messages,” the
wisdom needed arrives into your conscious awareness.
4. Creative Meditation – As you continue this journey, carrying a conscious awareness of your under-

standing of the real need to respond and the wisdom of the art you have received, another guided
imagery guides the process into Soul Space, that ethereal place beyond the beyond filled with the
emptiness of pure, white light. In this place is the Higher Self. This Divine Presence is welcoming,
providing an environment for wild, creative imaging. Here, your social concern and your expanded
awareness of it, and also the wisdom of your heart, are connected with your personal higher purpose.
In this other-worldly plane, a deep resolve is present. The Self guides you to be creative, giving a new
form of response to your social concern. In your imagination, write, draw, and dance—whatever form
Higher Self has revealed to hold the expression of Soul’s purpose for this concern.
(Continued on page 12)
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Returning to the present place and time, grounded in Earth space, integrated with a Conscious Awareness, the Wisdom of the Heart and Images from the Higher Self, express your
social concern in whatever way you have perceived during this meditation process.
This is a natural process which many have expressed for many different uses. One such correlation is a process
known as ORID, an acronym for Objective-Reflective-Interpretive-Decisional, and is used largely as a participatory conversation process by the Institute of Cultural Affairs.1
Roberto Assagioli wrote of reflective, receptive and creative meditation.2 Joseph Campbell follows this process
in his analysis of the Hero’s Journey.3 Jean Houston created a School of Social Artistry—a section of her
curriculum includes teaching the four levels of story—physical, psychological, mythical, and universal.4
The process is a guided imagery which can proceed in just about any form of meditation, in any amount of time
given it—whether sitting or standing, writing or drawing, walking or prone—and in one session or three or
four.
Most people function well with expressive meditation,do not get involved in mindful meditation, and rarely enter receptive or creative
mediation states. Many writers and artists, on the other hand, follow this
process regularly, whether they are conscious of it or not. Much research
has been done on creativity, but there is no clear consensus on exactly
what it is. This lack of definition leaves the imagination wide open to
explore its limits and possibilities. Guides of creative meditation can
offer suggestions, but eventually it is up to the creative meditator’s
imagination to give birth to the new imagery just waiting to be born from
within one’s Soul.
Much meditation practice takes the seeker on a journey way beyond a
grounded state of being. Therefore, of utmost concern is the ability of the
meditator to maintain dual focus while standing in both worlds—that of
“the no longer” and “the not yet,” while embracing the now of it all. This
is a process which begins with mindfulness, cycles into reflective focusing, spirals into receiving wisdom from within the Soul’s Heart, and then
journeys into the Soul—a supramundane reality of Higher Self. Here
creativity abounds with supreme depth and intensity. Upon returning back to a place “where nothing has
changed but everything is now different,” one has the power and purpose to express in writing, drawing,
dancing, sculpting, strategy alignment, etc. Most present at this side of the process is the essence of the
experience, which sustains the gift which has been given while journeying through the process.
A story by Leo Tolstoy that I read in Thich Nhat Hanh’s The Miracle of Mindfulness: An
Introduction to the Practice of Meditation,5 in the section titled, “Three Wondrous Answers,” begins to hold the journey of this process. In the story, an emperor wants to know
the answer to three questions which will guide his decisions: What is the best time to do
each thing? Who are the most important people to work with? What is the most important
thing to do at all times? He went to the enlightened man (the creative process).

(Continued on page 13)

Thich Nhat Hanh
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The story tells of the answers being found in earthly experiences. Heart and Soul
of Higher Self communicate in metaphor, symbol, vibrantly primordial in expression. Trust the process, participate fully and transformation will unfold, evolve,
gently and fully.
The world needs an abundance of creativity freely giving form to approaches that
work for change in so many situations, and foundationally in the hearts of
individuals willing to journey through this process.◙
NOTES:
1

See Nelson, J. (2001). The art of focused conversation for schools: Over 100 ways to guide
clear thinking and promote learning. Gabriola Island, B.C.: New Society.
2 Assagioli, Roberto, “Meditation,” 1973
3 Campbell, J. (1972). The hero with a thousand faces. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.
4 http://www.jeanhouston.org/Social-Artistry/social-artistry.html

Judi White, MEd, has been a student of Psychosynthesis since 1986, and studied meditation through
teachers from the Thich Nhat Hanh movement, as well as other forms of meditation and psychophysical therapy exercise, since the early 60s. Now retired from 25 years of training and research in
community transformation, 20 years as a school guidance counselor and a group counseling practice
called Sophia Circle to focus on writing and teaching writing from the heart. Her latest endeavor is a
story-telling project in her local community.
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here and now
katharine love
beloved:
i have waited
breath by breath
for your arrival
now you
are here
bones and flesh
and blood
aphrodite
finding favor
with my request
you feel
so familiar to me
family
from another lifetime.
your hand
on my
cheek
undiluted
grace.
i remember
menemsha
in the winter
getting lost
together
in the deep
i feel you
here
a heart without question
someone to watch over
me.
◙
(Katharine Love is
a retired psychotherapist
mother of two daughters
and one circus puppy
lover of words, music
and soul to soul
connections)
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Authentic Self
Robin White
Authentic Self is that wise part of us that knows how to protect and keep us safe
Authentic Self is that part that is all good and flowing, like water, that without it you would perish
Authentic Self is flowing like a brook, but winter comes and so does that first layer of ice
Authentic Self steps in and flows over the ice, not letting the ice stop it
Authentic Self, like the brook, has layer upon layer of ice placed on top of it
Soon we will wonder, where is it?

Authentic Self protects the child as it grows up because the child’s parents are also covered in ice, hiding
their own true Authentic Self buried beneath their wounding
Authentic Self is always true to its mission, to protect the child at all costs
Soon so much happens that no matter how slight or how big, ice and snow cover the Authentic Self
So much that you can’t see the river at all anymore
But we know it is there, without the water we would perish, so it has to be there
Authentic Self is just buried under the many layers of ice and yet it is still there guiding and protecting us
Authentic Self leads us towards wholeness, happiness and harmony the very way it came to be
As a miracle leading us since we were just tiny little babies
When do we notice? Does it always take a crisis, or pain or fear or worry?
Like the sun melting the snow then the ice on the brook, we notice when we look, when we open our eyes,
when we allow ourselves to become vulnerable and experience another’s connection
Once we notice we are then directed and guided
We start by realizing it has been there all along, this Authentic Self serving and protecting us
Doing its best to keep us alive
Soon we are offered mirrors from those who have walked this path before us
Showing us what we couldn’t see because those around us did not have the gift of clear vision themselves
(Continued on page 16)
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Authentic Self in us - is often first noticed by others - until we, ourselves, can notice this part
It is there under the many layers of ice, but now when we stop and listen, we can hear it roar because the ice
is melting quickly now that our attention is there
We are supported by others who have made this journey, loud just like the sound you hear on those warm
spring days as the sun is melting the ice on the brook
Our parents weren’t perfect because their parents weren’t perfect all the way down the line to the beginning
of time
The intensity and levels of imperfectedness that happened were different for each and every one of us
These wounds are the layers of ice on the brook but through it all Authentic Self was present
Guiding, leading, loving and protecting
When obstacles got in its way, it just creatively found a way around, like the water in the brook
Always flowing and finding a way around, up and over, down and under and sometimes even finding a completely new path
Authentic Self can do that for us – no matter what – its whole purpose is to love us and keep us alive; it has
been waiting for you – patiently
Welcome this journey of getting to know your Authentic Self
Of being, as we always were, our own Authentic Self…even under the ice
◙
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12-STEP RECOVERY AND
TRANSPERSONAL CONSCIOUSNESS
Richard Schaub, PhD and Bonney Gulino Schaub, RN
Introduction
The worldwide addiction recovery movement, the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous, emphasizes that
spiritual development leading to “a new consciousness” is an important factor in a successful recovery.
Co-founded by Bill Wilson, the 12 Steps’ spiritual orientation is based partially on Wilson’s own spiritual
experience that inspired his personal recovery from alcoholism. His subsequent correspondence with the
famous Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung, who verified the significance of Wilson’s experience, empowered Wilson
to make spiritual consciousness a key goal in the 12 Steps.
Despite these foundations in the pioneering recovery movement, spiritual consciousness remains an undeveloped goal within the professional approach to serving clients in recovery. This lack of development can be
remedied by offering professionals a pragmatic outline of spiritual cultivation, the Huntington Method, which
incorporates the transpersonal psychological science of psychosynthesis and leads to discoveries in spiritual
consciousness.
In this article, the term “transpersonal” (meaning beyond the personality) is used interchangeably with
“spiritual” because, in the field of psychology, both terms are used to refer to the higher and/or deeper
capacities in human nature.
Keywords: 12 Steps, recovery, transpersonal, consciousness, Huntington Method, psychosynthesis
The History of Spiritual Consciousness in Recovery
As defined by Alcoholics Anonymous, “Addiction is a mental obsession and a physical compulsion” (Alcoholics Anonymous, 1984).
This article refers to alcoholism as an example of addiction, but of course there are many other substances that
people become addicted to. Use of cocaine, heroin, marijuana, stimulants, anti-anxiety agents (e.g., Valium,
Xanax), and painkillers (e.g., Percoset, Vicodin) can develop into mental obsessions that lead to compulsive
misuse. In addition, there are addictive syndromes without alcohol or drugs, including bulimia, anorexia,
gambling, and sex addiction, which follow the same dynamic of preoccupying obsessive thoughts leading to
repetitive, compulsive physical actions.
In the process of recovering from this obsessive-compulsive relationship with alcohol (or other substance
misuse), the 12-Step program describes a key factor as the cultivation of “a new consciousness,” (Alcoholics
Anonymous, 1984). In the 12 Steps, the path to this new consciousness includes active religious/spiritual
practices based on a relationship with God. The 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, 11th and 12th Steps of the 12-Step program
are overtly religious/spiritual. The 11th Step, for example, calls for seeking through “prayer and meditation to
improve our conscious contact with God…” (Alcoholics Anonymous, 1976).
It is not commonly known that the goal of spiritual consciousness became part of the 12-Step program of
Alcoholics Anonymous because of a life-changing “white light” experience (Cheever, 2004). It happened to
(Continued on page 18)
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Bill Wilson, a hopeless alcoholic who had been admitted in 1934 to Towns Hospital in New York City for his
fourth alcohol detoxification. Lying despondent in his hospital bed, Wilson called out to God to come to him
and was engulfed by a white light and a feeling of “ecstasy.” He experienced liberation from his obsessivecompulsive relationship with alcohol and never drank again (Alcoholics Anonymous, 1976).
It is also little known that Wilson subsequently wrote to Dr. Carl Jung about his white light experience (Schaub
& Schaub, 1997). Jung wrote back and confirmed the importance of the experience. Pointedly, Jung described
the link between alcoholism and spirituality: “…craving for alcohol is the equivalent, on a low level, of the
spiritual thirst of our being for wholeness, expressed in medieval language as the union with God” (Jung,
quoted in Sparks, 1987). Jung’s confirmation empowered Wilson to make spiritual consciousness a central
principle in the recovery program he was then helping to develop—the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Limitations of 12-Step Spiritual Cultivation
One difficulty in experiencing spiritual consciousness through the 12-Step practices, however, is that Wilson
and his co-founders were understandably limited to the cultural and religious assumptions of their 1930’s
American Protestantism. Not having access to the storehouse of worldwide spiritual practices which is now
available to the 21st Century spiritual seeker, they had to rely on their known forms of prayer, meditation and
a belief in God as they understood God. As a result, the 1930’s recovery prescription to cultivate “a new
consciousness” is not supported by a wide enough range of practices to match the psychological and cultural
diversity of people in 12-Step programs. For example, if a person in recovery finds it difficult to believe in the
1930’s American Protestant version of God, the 12-Step framework loses its spiritual premise for that person.
This will prove to be more and more the case: the American trend is toward less affiliation and less confidence
in religion (Pew, 2012; Gallup, 2012).
The authors’ clinical observation is that many clients in 12-Step recovery programs do not experience “a new
consciousness” through the 12-Step practices. While they do experience a feeling of being understood by
others in the 12-Step programs and do learn effective new behaviors to reinforce their recovery, they go
searching beyond the 12 Steps for more personally effective spiritual practices. Even Bill Wilson went
searching outside the 12 Steps for a repetition of his white light experience by experimenting with LSD
(Cheever, 2004), but he was unable to recapture his original life-changing spiritual breakthrough.
The Acceptance of Spirituality in Healthcare
A greater variety of spiritual cultivation practices is now available to people in recovery. Practices with
spiritual origins such as meditation, imagery, prayer, yoga and tai chi are a recognized part of mind-body
medicine in America (NCCAM, 2011). The National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine of
the National Institutes of Health advocates that health professionals should become “catalysts and guides” in
teaching these practices to clients. Combinations of spiritual practices and health treatment have emerged,
including meditation for reducing stress and preventing relapse into depression, yoga for treating low back
pain, and imagery for anxiety and trauma reduction (NCCAM, 2011).
Despite this official recognition, there is still an apprehension by professionals to mix science-based treatment
with spiritual practices. Summarizing Birnbaum, Birnbaum & Mayseless (2008), various levels of
acceptance/non-acceptance of spiritual practices can be found in healthcare professionals:

(Continued on page 19)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Professionals who have no knowledge and no interest in spirituality—and therefore do not
encourage their clients to be interested;
Professionals who are overtly hostile toward anything that sounds “spiritual,” believing it to be
unscientific, escapist fantasy;
Professionals who are sympathetic to spiritual needs but associate them with religion and feel
that religion is outside of their professional territory;
Professionals who have had spiritual experiences themselves but feel reluctant to bring their
personal knowledge into their work;
Professionals who, in the spirit of scientific inquiry and personal curiosity, have actively
explored their own spiritual nature to see what benefits it holds;
Professionals who become active in encouraging spiritual experience in their clients by offering
meditation, mental imagery and other practices.

For professionals at levels 3, 4, and 5, the obstacle is usually the lack of a framework for spiritual practices that
is compatible with their scientific mindset. As Sharma, Charak, and Sharma (2009) point out, “A majority of
mainstream psychology training programs rarely have training in transpersonal issues and practices…” and
thus professionals “…do not know how best to further a client’s spiritual progress.”
Sharma, Charak and Sharma also clarify that there can be an explicit active integration of spiritual practices in
therapy (the level 6 of Birnbaum, Birnbaum & Mayseless) or an implicit, passive integration, in which there is
an openness to spiritual issues but no actual use of practices (levels 3, 4 and 5 of Birnbaum, Birnbaum &
Mayseless).
Even within the explicit active use of spiritual practices by professionals (level 6), however, there is a
complicating factor: the scientific reductionism of the purpose of spiritual practices. Sharma, Charak and
Sharma worry, for example, that yoga and meditation have been reduced to stress management, changing brain
chemicals, and as an adjunct in alternative medicine, whereas the real “…potential of spirituality…is the
nascent storehouse for a revolution in consciousness” (2009). In these remarks, the “new consciousness”
spoken of by Bill Wilson takes on a clinical relevance for professionals: how to use the full potential of
recognized mind-body practices to cultivate a new, spiritual consciousness in clients in recovery?
This article offers an outline of spiritual cultivation, the Huntington Method, which incorporates transpersonal
psychological science that can be used by professionals to coach their clients toward the desired goal of
spiritual consciousness. This work constitutes a new sub-specialty in psychology and healthcare—transpersonal coaching (Schaub & White, 2015).
Mapping the Path to New Consciousness
There are of course many paths to spiritual consciousness in the spiritual traditions of the world, and they can
be described in at least eleven separate categories (Schaub & Schaub, 2013). The Huntington Method for
cultivating spiritual consciousness is intended for professionals because it is secular, pragmatic, and requires
no beliefs. It includes insights from the neurosciences about regions of the brain and the cultivation of new
brain strengths (see, for example, Newberg & D’Aquili, 2001; Hanson, 2009; Hoelzel et al., 2011) and also
draws upon the transpersonal psychological science of the Italian neurologist and psychiatrist, Roberto
Assagioli, one of the pioneers of transpersonal psychology through his formulation of psychosynthesis (1965).
Early in the 20th Century, as the Freudian psychoanalytic movement began to influence psychology, both
(Continued on page 20)
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Assagioli and Jung recognized Freud’s serious neglect of the natural spiritual dimension in human nature
(Rosselli & Vanni, 2014).
To focus the cultivation process, the Huntington Method emphasizes four discoveries: inner peace; inner
wisdom; life purpose; oneness (Schaub & Schaub, 2013). These discoveries are chosen because 1) they already
objectively exist in dormancy in each person, 2) they only require simple, non-invasive practices to wake them
up and, 3) their presence in daily life constitutes an entirely new way of being in the world—the “revolution of
consciousness” pointed to by Sharma, Charak and Sharma (2009). It is beyond the scope of this article to
develop quantitative measurements for these qualities, but their awakening from dormancy will be described
phenomenologically.
The Huntington Method is in three phases: moving from fear to choice; the opening of the personality; moving
from separateness to oneness.
Moving from Fear to Choice
The cultivation of inner peace requires in part a new way to respond to fear and anxiety.
Research in neuroscience indicates that the brain has a region—a “fear center”—which scans the environment
for signs of danger (Shin & Liberzon, 2010). The environment it scans includes a) the outside world of people
and events, and b) the inside world of thoughts, feelings, and sensations.
This scanning is the brain in a state of protective vigilance. It is a reflection of the brain/mind’s instinct for
survival. The normal brain is biased in favor of paying attention to anything negative in order to survive
(Hanson, 2009). The survival instinct motivates us to want to control life. The fear center scans for any possible
threat so that the threat can be controlled. Threat exists, and paying attention to it is essential at times. Problems
develop when we become attached to vigilance as a habitual way of living. Awareness can become fixated on
our fears (Follman, 2012).
When the fear center perceives threat, real or imagined, it sends a) worries and warnings into our mind, and b)
anxiety into our body. These are alarm signals. Worries, warnings and anxiety are compelling. They grab our
attention. If we had the luxury of examining the factual truth of the alarm signals, we’d find that most perceived
threats are exaggerated or even imagined by the fear center; however, we usually don’t have the luxury of
examining an alarm signal. Worries, warnings and anxiety quickly stimulate our protective instincts: fight,
flight or freeze. The fight reaction is an attempt to exert power over fear-based feelings. The flight/freeze
reaction is an attempt to escape. (For an extensive list of the fight/flight/freeze reactions, see the “Vulnerability
Model of Recovery from Addictions” described in Schaub & Burt, 2013).
Substance misuse begins when drugs and alcohol become the principal means for feeling powerful or for
escaping from fear, stress and vulnerability. Substances replace the possibility of learning inner skills to cope
with difficulties (Schaub & Schaub, 1997). Recovery requires the replacement of substances with psychological and spiritual skills.
The first skill is being able to observe the fight/flight/freeze reactions without treating them as facts that must
be acted on. In the transpersonal psychology of psychosynthesis, Roberto Assagioli points out that instead of
automatically identifying with the reaction, the client can learn to be aware of the reaction, name it, and
(Continued on page 21)
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disidentify from it (Assagioli, 1965). Mindfulness meditation and Assagioli’s disidentification practices are
both invaluable tools for this step. Mindfulness and disidentification are not acts of denying the reactions or
feelings. It is the noticing, naming and conscious choice of whether or not to become involved with them.
Although it is not always possible, the best response to fear-based reactions is more than mindfulness and/or
disidentification. The response can add the element of turning toward fight/flight/freeze reactions with
awareness and compassion (Schaub & Schaub, 1997). How can clients have compassion for their fears? By
understanding that their brains’ fear center is only trying to survive, they can treat its productions—worries,
warnings, anxiety, fight/flight/freeze—with gratitude for its protective efforts.
The Opening of the Personality
When clients practice the inner skills of mindfulness, disidentification and compassion, a new inner experience
begins to increase: less absorption in fear-based reactions and more focus on the present moment. This state of
being with what is happening now is a way of being happier (Kabat-Zinn, 1990; Farb et al., 2007). The increase
in present-moment awareness also improves focus and memory (Jha et al., 2011). Hoelzel et al. describe an
increase in integrative fibers in the executive center of the brain when present-moment awareness is strengthened (2011).
The fear center, however, doesn’t shut off. The client will always have fear-based reactions. Why is this so?
Why is the fear center so active, and why does it send out so many worries, warnings and anxieties? The answer
is that the fear center knows something the conscious mind would prefer to suppress. The brain, though
hard-wired to survive, knows that change, loss and death are built into life. It constantly perceives threat
because it knows that life guarantees each of us the experience of change, loss and death. Philosophers east and
west have referred to this fact of life as “the truth of impermanence” and “the human condition.” Clients often
understand this best when using the term vulnerability.
This understanding of essential vulnerability is of particular importance to substance misuse and recovery.
Substance misuse clients generally have a greater degree of sensitivity to vulnerability and/or are less able to
manage it. There are at least eleven possible explanations for the existence of this extra-sensitivity and its link
to substance misuse leading to addiction (Schaub & Schaub, 1997).
There are two healthy responses to our essential vulnerability. The first is connection, and the second is
transpersonal/spiritual discovery.
Moving from Separateness to Oneness
Connection emerges from the courageous acceptance of the fact that every living being, without exception, is
vulnerable to change, loss and death. This courageous acceptance can increase compassion for everyone’s
struggle with the vulnerable facts of life and thereby reduce our “self-centered fears” (Alcoholics Anonymous,
1976). The realization of our shared human vulnerability extends our consciousness beyond all personal and
cultural differences. Being universal, vulnerability, if accepted, is a universal connector. This cognitive leap
forms one base for a new spiritual consciousness.
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The second response is transpersonal/spiritual discovery. Transpersonal/spiritual discovery is a moment in
which clients experience that their nature extends far beyond their socially-conditioned goals and habitual
personality patterns. (Hence the term transpersonal, which means beyond the personality). Bill Wilson’s white
light experience is a dramatic example of this in the recovery literature. The Huntington Method emphasizes
four specific transpersonal/spiritual discoveries: inner peace, inner wisdom, life purpose and oneness. These
discoveries already exist in dormancy in each person.
The first discovery is inner peace. Inner peace includes, but goes beyond, relaxation. It is a taste of the serenity
of awareness itself when it is freed from absorption in fear-based patterns. The earlier steps of this outline
offered understanding and practices to reduce fears in a skillful way. Cross-culturally, meditative traditions
cultivate the serenity of awareness. The popular image of the serenely smiling Buddha is one example of this
discovery.
Inner peace creates the conditions for the second discovery: guiding inner wisdom. There are cross-cultural
depictions of this inner wisdom, including the “still small voice within” (the Bible), the artist’s muse, Dante’s
Beatrice, Gandhi’s “inner light,” and Tibetan Buddhism’s prajna (Schaub & Schaub, 2003). In Alcoholics
Anonymous, they refer to this guiding inner wisdom as the “higher power” (1976). When the mind is in inner
peace, the subtle presence of guiding inner wisdom is easier to notice. It was always there, but the condition of
inner peace makes it possible to be noticed.
As access to guiding inner wisdom increases, clients realize that the wisdom has an organizing principle: it is
trying to lead them toward the third transpersonal/spiritual discovery: their purpose in life. This drive toward
life purpose is the same, on the individual level, as the natural drive toward evolution in all of nature. In
traditional religious language, this natural inherent drive is referred to as God’s Will.
As clients orient more around their life purpose, feelings of confidence increase. Clients feel more “at home in
their own skin” and know how they want to use their life energies. Confusion is replaced by clarity. Decisions
based on meaning and purpose seem obvious and make sense. Substance misuse begins to look, simply, as a
waste of precious time.
The fourth transpersonal/spiritual discovery is oneness. It is also variously known as liberation, union with
God, satori, illumination, unitive consciousness, satchitananda, enlightenment, non-dual consciousness. There
are many paths to oneness described in the world’s spiritual traditions (Schaub & Schaub, 2013). For secular
professionals working in multicultural settings, we suggest that the path to oneness which can be most
effectively and appropriately practiced in the office or clinic is a systematic refining of awareness. Clients can
experience moments of liberation from identification with the mind and body, and increase their connection to
the universal aspect of their nature—the universal energy of awareness itself. As the Tibetan teacher Dudjom
Rinpoche put it: “Know the one thing that frees everything—awareness itself” (Bauer, 2011). Assagioli’s
psychosynthesis has many pragmatic practices that refine and expand awareness (Assagioli, 1965; Schaub &
Schaub, 2013).
At times, immersion into awareness itself can be total. It is awareness of awareness, an energy experience
beyond words that can be (inadequately) described as an immersion into an infinite field of radiant bliss. This
infinite field of bliss leads to life-changing knowledge. Assagioli described his oneness discovery as "…a sense
of boundlessness, of no separation from all that is…Essential Reality is so far above all mental conceptions. It
is inexpressible. It has to be lived. Joy inherent in Life Itself, in the very Substance of Reality…The realization
of the Self, resting and standing in itself…The selfless Self…merged into God…the realization of our true self"
(Schaub & Schaub, 1994).
(Continued on page 23)
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In brain research, the oneness state has been called “absolute unitary being” (Newberg & D’Aquili, 2001). The
mystics call it “home.” In the yogic tradition, they call the discovery satchitananda: being-wisdom-bliss. It
isn’t intellectual wisdom. It is the wisdom discovered by merging into the bliss itself, described by the mystic
poet Dante as “…a light whose glory makes the Creator visible to the created mind” (Schaub & Schaub, 2003).
Significantly for the secular, science-minded professional, the Huntington Method does not require belief. It is
verifiable through direct personal experience.
Case Study: Glen
Glen, a 35-year-old with a diagnosis of HIV positive and in recovery from heroin addiction, was referred for
meditation training by a physician because of episodes of extreme fear and anger. In the language of this
article’s outline, Glen was trapped in fight/flight/freeze reactivity. He had refused medication for his fearful
and angry episodes, asserting that he was having extreme feelings because of his extreme situation. He did not
want to learn any mental tricks or simple relaxation techniques or be hypnotized out of his fear and anger. Quite
clearly, he needed some new way to work with his states of mind and emotion. He wanted to stay away from
his old way—heroin.
He was first trained to follow his breathing and to say out loud anything that came into his awareness from
moment to moment. After several training periods of this, he was instructed to verbalize internally whatever
he was noticing. He was then taught to (1) consider his breath as his center, (2) be interested in whatever
thought or image or feeling pulled him away from his breath, (3) keep his attention long enough on the
off-center experience to know what it was, e.g., worrying, (4) mentally note, "Worry," (5) then return his
attention to his breath. This movement from center to off-center and back to center was taught as the normal
flow of the meditation period. No attempt was made to stay fixedly focused on the center. In this way, Glen
was establishing a base of relaxation in his breathing and at the same time not denying whatever experiences
were present.
Within two weeks of daily practice, Glen began to realize he was having a wide variety of internal experiences,
of which fear and anger were only two. When the fear or anger did come, they were like big waves, taking him
over. But then they would pass. He began to realize fear and anger were present along with questioning, hurt
feelings, religious searching, self-hatred, self-compassion, remembering, and so on. His fear and anger were
not denied. They were instead simply experienced, in a receptive way, within a larger array of experience. This
technique of mindfulness/insight meditation has been successfully taught to many clients in extreme situations
(Kabat-Zinn, 1990).
Mindfulness is particularly suited for anyone struggling with internal conflicts and impulses. This clearly
includes clients in recovery (Schaub, 2008). Inherent in mindfulness is the insight that the inner conflicts and
impulses are, at one level, just momentary, passing thoughts. If we do not engage with them, they pass away.
Assagioli was emphasizing this insight in his practice of disidentification (1965).
Glen noticed in meditation an array of experiences—some pleasant, some unpleasant, some new, some
depressingly familiar, all coming and going, coming and going. He could either attach to them and identify
with them—or he could let them go. Letting his thoughts go did not magically make them disappear, but his
act of disidentifying from them took some energy out of them. In time, the ability to choose whether to identify
with or disidentify from a thought or feeling became stronger.
(Continued on page 24)
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The gains made by Glen were bringing him to the threshold of spiritual consciousness. At times, he felt
completely identified with awareness itself. No thoughts distracted him. Time disappeared. Serenity became
palpable. After the meditation, he would experience a light pervading joy. Everything seemed brighter, more
vibrant. The experiences themselves were intriguing, but even more important was the discovery that he had
these possibilities inside him. Stigmatized by his HIV positive diagnosis and his struggle with recovery, these
new discoveries gave him a sense of dignity. He wasn’t just a “loser”—he had an inner richness.
Cautions with Meditation and Recovery
The 11th Step of Alcoholics Anonymous overtly asks the person in recovery to seek "conscious contact" with
God through prayer and meditation. Alcoholics Anonymous itself has prayer in meetings, but meditation is not
specifically taught. There has been some work introducing Buddhist meditation practices into recovery (see,
for example, Griffin, 2010), and the outline of spiritual development in this article includes mindfulness,
originally a Buddhist-based approach, in combination with Assagioli’s disidentification.
Whatever the form, meditation needs to be thoroughly practiced and understood by the professional before it
is introduced to a client in recovery. The professional’s development of proficiency and insight into meditative
states is greatly aided by a knowledgeable and ethical teacher. It is also important for the professional to know
the different types of meditation and to match those types to the individual needs of the client. One type of
meditation may appeal to one client and be ineffective with another client. This requires clinical judgment in
the same way that other techniques are assessed for their appropriateness for a particular client (Bocconi,
2014). A new role for professionals—clinical meditation teachers—was described by the authors to advocate
for thorough meditative training for health professionals (Schaub, 2011).
Meditation is of course not the only path to spiritual consciousness. Other paths include service, social action,
aesthetics, ceremony, study, physical training, devotion (Schaub & Schaub, 1997). The cultivating of the
meditative state, however, in which the body and the personality quiets down, and awareness becomes subtler
and more serene, is a practice that is pragmatic for the professional to use in the office or clinic.
Summary
The worldwide addictions recovery program—the 12 Steps—has transpersonal/spiritual consciousness as a
core element. Professionals can help to cultivate this new consciousness for their clients through scientifically
valid concepts and practices. The treatment of addictions is a complex process, but well worth the effort. Even
in the frustrations of dealing with people in recovery, professionals should remember this single point:
addiction can be completely cured. People can lead the rest of their lives without addiction. Professionals get
the opportunity to coach their clients to transform their suffering into a purposeful life. ◙
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DEATH
Shamai Currim
Death is calling to me, cajoling me, enticing me to give it more notice. I am enthralled by the
absence of life in its wake and question its purpose. I feel death in every cell of my body,
whistling through me like a tempest in a storm. I am the eye of the cyclone and death is my
constant companion. Death weighs on me and makes me hump over with the weight of its
existence. I love death, and I dread its performance accuracy. I befriend death, and it shuns
me, laughing at my foibles and vulnerability. It calls to me with all its being and, in my
attempt to respond, I face my fear. I stand before my shadow as judge and jury. With a brain
that knows inaccuracies, my heart cries out in eternal pain. I am that I am disappears in the
wink of an eye and is replaced by the eternal fires that are fanned by my not knowing. I am
death, and I am life, and all the space in between, for neither exists; and yet, I imagine, and
pace, and fret, and create scenarios of coping skills. Life and death in the same breath, and I
am caught in a non-space. ◙
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book announcement

Tracing the secrets of self-healing, this self-help book is based on a proven holistic perspective on the
psychosomatic and spiritual aspects of coping with cancer, developed over long years of providing successful
psychological support for cancer patients. The author delivers much more than just encouraging words! Her
immense wealth of experience enables her to believably and constructively provide solid advice and help—to
both patients and their loved ones. All the advice in the book is backed by case studies and easy-to-understand
explanations of the psychology involved in reactions to a cancer diagnosis. Those who work with this very
helpful book will soon realize that it makes a huge difference in healing and quality of life if cancer patients are
able to find meaning and purpose in their lives—even if they discover it in the illness itself.
http://www.amazon.com/Making-Peace-Body-Re-visualizingPsychosynthesis/dp/1517310245/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1448066137&sr=11&keywords=Making+Peace+With+My+Body
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Brain and Mind, self and Self
Jan Kuniholm

W

illiam James, in his Ingersoll Lectures on Human Immortality in 1897, said,

. . .even though our soul's life (as here below it is revealed to us) may be in literal strictness the
function of a brain that perishes, yet it is not at all impossible, but on the contrary quite possible,
that the life may still continue when the brain itself is dead.

He then elaborated an argument that suggested that although the brain expresses thought, there were no grounds
for supposing that the brain produced thought rather than permitted it or transmitted it. His transmission theory
of the brain has not had a lot of supporters among mainstream scientists and psychologists, who in our time
have delved into the science of the brain and neurosystems with great results. Nevertheless, we need to be aware
that James was the great forerunner of what we now call “transpersonal psychology,” as was demonstrated in
an article by Mark B. Ryan, PhD, entitled The Transpersonal William James, published in The Journal of
Transpersonal Psychology, 2008, Vol. 40, No. 1.
James’ logical demonstration that the brain need not be regarded as the origin of thought or consciousness
probably originated in his witnessing paranormal psychic activity, and he was unable to demonstrate his
findings in a way that was satisfactory to scientists in his time or in ours. But there have been activities in the
past fifty years that have provided heaps of what is disparagingly called “anecdotal evidence” by the hard
scientists—evidence that is witnessed by countless people in clinical settings, but which cannot be reproduced
in a laboratory or under controlled conditions. The evidence for James’ transmission theory has been provided
by the mountains of research concerning near-death experiences (NDE’s). Much of the argument and discussion around NDE’s has to do with heaven, an afterlife, or some other concept of religious significance. If we
examine this evidence without religious bias for or against the material, but with a simple examination of the
basic evidence, what presents is a prima facie case to support James’ theory that the brain is not the producer,
but only the transmitter of thought and conscious awareness. The case rests on the simple observation that
people who have been brain-dead for a measurable length of time, showing no signs of ordinary human life or
awareness, have been revived and have provided their doctors with detailed descriptions of what was happening
in the operating room—and elsewhere—while they were thought to be dead. And these observations, corroborated by doctors and other skilled observers, have been shown to have been impossible unless the supposedly
dead person was in fact conscious and observant while his or her brain and neural systems were non-functional;
i.e. clinically dead.
The inescapable conclusion from this evidence is that thought and awareness—and other activities of consciousness—are occurrences that occur, or can occur, independently of the physical brain and neurological
systems.
This conclusion has a direct bearing on our understanding of psychosynthesis, as well as our practice with self
and with clients. Many of our colleagues have found a great deal in contemporary neuroscience to support
conclusions that practitioners of psychosynthesis have known for decades from clinical experience, and have
felt heartened that our work is supported by the finding of one of the branches of physical science. But it may
be too tempting for us to accept the assumptions of neuroscience along with its findings: for much of
contemporary neuroscience is rooted in the assumption that effects of consciousness are the products of the
neural systems. This science often closes a door against the exploration of any other approach to consciousness.
(Continued on page 29)
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The evidence of NDE’s suggests that the mind may be aware and fully functioning on the level of thought and
awareness—and other levels, in all probability—while the brain and neural systems are completely shut down.
I am not suggesting that some kind of dualism exists between brain and mind—a conclusion that some people
might reach that is strengthened by the fact that we use two terms, mind and brain, in this context. Nevertheless,
there is no logical necessity to accept a dualism of mind and brain, merely a tradition in some circles of thought.
What can be observed in the NDE and other medical evidence is that the body and the neural systems can
survive temporarily without active brain and neural functioning, but only for a very short time. The fact that all
people who have reported NDE’s indicate absolutely no sense of threat or danger in their minds while their
bodies were clinically dead and while doctors worked to revive them, and that the body’s revival usually
coincides with the “relocation” of the focus of awareness in the body, strongly point to the brain’s function of
being a temporary—and not exclusive—locus of the mind’s experience.
Here we have a theory of a mind that is not limited to temporal sequences or local physical geography: mind
which locates itself—or part of itself—in experiences that are limited by time and space and which transmit or
project into normal experience by means of the brain and the neurological systems of the body. Some of the
mind’s experiences occur during sleep, and not all of these are accounted for by contemporary scientific theory
or research. But clearly the mind in sleep experiences activity that is only partially detectable as “activity of the
brain.” For sleepers in research report mental activity that does not correlate with waking brain activity: another
bit of common knowledge that needs to be looked at in a new light. Or perhaps, we should say “in the light of
ancient understanding,” for the idea that thought and consciousness are the product of brain and neurological
activity is a relatively new one, a child of the scientific materialism of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
How does the conclusion that mind is distinct from brain effect our approach to psychosynthesis? In the first
place, let us recall Roberto Assagioli’s description of self as a “projection of the higher self.” Some of us have
had a difficult time understanding the precise relationship between self and Self, or self and Higher Self, in
psychosynthesis. In a previous article (Psychosynthesis Quarterly, December 2014), I made a correlation
between Assagioli’s concept of self and higher self with Plato’s concept that the world of experience “participates” in what he called the world of ideas, because for many of us the concept of the Self’s “projection” into
ordinary self seemed nebulous or confusing at best. For some thinkers in psychosynthesis, Self is always
present, immanent and transcendent at all levels of self and personality simultaneously; whereas for others, the
experience of Self has been one of personal I-Thou interaction, with clear boundaries between the two, which
are—or can be—experienced as totally distinct. A theory that views the brain and neurological system as the
platform or venue for the expression of some of the activity of the mind provides some illumination into this
issue.
The brain is temporal and spatial; mind is non-temporal and non-local. Brain is generally limited to activity that
can be mapped by classical physics, biology, and the other “hard” sciences. Mind carries on activities that can
be mapped, if at all, only by concepts that have been developed in quantum physics, some of which appear to
be susceptible to study only by persons exhibiting what are usually called the “psychic” abilities of telepathy,
remote viewing, pre-cognition, and other quantum activities.
It is commonplace that many brilliant scientists and other thinkers, such as Albert Einstein, reported that their
theories or other creations came to them in dreams. Einstein, in particular, reported that his theory of relativity—which is best expressed in mathematical terms that can only be approximated in spoken language—came
to him as a result of images in dreams. That is to say, a theory that is one of our best guides to understanding
the physical universe arrived in its creator’s brain in sleep—when his brain was not engaged in activities
connected with normal daily thinking or other neurological functioning.
(Continued on page 30)
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The suggestion that this evidence brings forth is that the mind is the source of our personal awareness, and that
the mind is a non-spatial, non-temporal “entity” or process that can be accessed through the brain and the
neurological systems. It is precisely this access that is the object of most of the spiritual traditions east and west:
yoga, meditation, centering prayer, Native American and other indigenous traditional medicine and transcendental activities, among others. This access is also at the heart of the “wise being” exercises in psychosynthesis,
as well as a host of other practices intended to make the connection between the personality and the higher self.
I believe that the evidence points strongly and unequivocally to the existence of a non-physical mind as the
source of human thought and awareness, and as the basis of all brain and neurological activity, including much
non-conscious activity. In this light, we might say that the basic foundational activities of the human person are
non-physical activities that are expressed physically. We have no problem thinking that love is not a “thing”;
yet it is expressed physically in a myriad of ways, just as other emotions and thoughts are also expressed. The
evidence now is becoming clear to support the statement that “we are not physical beings who have a soul, but
rather we are spiritual beings having an earthly experience.”
This has direct ramifications when we approach physical life: it means that, contrary to widely accepted medical
doctrine, the sources of many if not all physical maladies are not to be sought in the body, but in the mind,
whose confusions and conflicts are expressed in and through the body. It means that some or all of the
neurological activity we track with science has an origin that is non-physical, and that a non-physical component must be a part of any medical or psychotherapeutic treatment.
This approach is observed most directly in a study of music education, where the teacher does not limit herself
to correcting the technique of the student, but simultaneously corrects the theory, the attitude, the position, and
the technique of the student. Many might not see why I have used music as the example to demonstrate this
point, but it is clear that medicine and psychotherapy are corrective activities: healing of the body and mind are
meant to bring the human system back to what is normal for that system. Musical education is also meant to
bring the student to express the music in a way that meets the intentions of the composer—what is normal in
this case. The music teacher adopts a holistic approach to teaching and correction, and the focus of the teacher’s
activities is only partly on the physical skills of the student. It is commonplace among music teachers that many
students spend years learning to play “the notes” correctly, but it is a different skill entirely for the student to
learn to play “music.” This skill is acquired through mental, intuitive, and emotional learning and training, and
the teacher focuses on non-physical factors to try to elicit this skill from the student. To see examples, you can
tune into some of the master classes of great musicians that have been recorded and are available online, such
as the ones by Pavarotti at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=soLchRZOYqE.
This kind of holistic approach makes perfect sense in the practice of both medicine and therapy, for while the
body may be the location of the physical patterns of illness and dysfunction, the body is not the origin of most
of the sources of illness or dysfunction but rather the conduit through which the activity of the mind manifests.
Having worked in the area of post-traumatic stress for many years, I have come to appreciate the critical
importance of locating the areas of the body and its systems in which the energy of illness and dysfunction may
have become lodged. Presently I am investigating the use of energy meridians and “applied kinesiology” in
conjunction with classical therapeutic techniques to create a more holistic approach to uncovering the entire
chain of dysfunction. But it has become clear to me that while the energy of aspects of dysfunction may be
lodged or stuck at various locations of the body that can be clearly identified—such as specific meridian
points—and in other manners such as are described in Peter Levine’s work (in his book In An Unspoken Voice
and others), it is equally clear to me that the body—including brain and neurological systems—is only the
vehicle for the dysfunction.
(Continued on page 31)
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For this reason I believe that talk therapy will retain a crucial place in the healing process, because the nexus
of much human dysfunction is not physical. Interestingly, it is also commonplace among physical therapists,
acupuncturists, acupressurists, Rolfers, and many other body workers, that physical manipulation frequently
elicits strong emotional responses from many clients—some responses can be so strong that they are beyond
the abilities of both client and body worker to deal with. It is for this reason that training in psychosynthesis
therapy can be highly useful to many body workers, and why a therapeutic alliance between medical practitioners, body workers, and therapists can provide perhaps the optimal level of care for a person with certain levels
of distress or dysfunction.
I hope that this paper may provide support for an increasingly holistic approach to care of the human being.
This approach must include both physical and non-physical learning and skills in order to be effective, to be
truly caring and helpful and to fulfill the ancient oath of the healer: “first, to do no harm.” It seems to me that
a psychotherapist would do well to learn some of the correlates of mental and emotional dysfunctions with
physical symptoms in order to aid in the therapeutic process.◙

Jan Kuniholm is editor of Psychosynthesis Quarterly, and author of several articles on psychosynthesis.
He lives in Cheshire, MA.
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We invite you to become a contributor to Psychosynthesis Quarterly.
This online journal is created by volunteers and is provided as a
free download to anyone in the world.
We have created it as a forum for people in the world-wide
psychosynthesis community to share thoughts, experiences, art,
and news with each other.
We invite you to share with others from your own life, whether you are
student, teacher, practitioner, or just someone who loves or uses
psychosynthesis.
This forum needs contributions from our community in order to
remain viable.
We also welcome your feedback—do you like it? does this format
work for you? would you prefer something different?
Your participation is really what makes this publication work,
so in the coming year we hope you will send something to
newsletter@aap-psychosynthesis.org
to brighten up our days and give others
something to think about, learn from, or enjoy.

—Jan Kuniholm, editor
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